Step 01 | what are you interested in?

**ART+SCI+TECH** NEW KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION

- a) within existing knowledge production framework?
- b) set up New Knowledge Production framework?

Step 02 | please underline the Helix (Helices) where organization operates?

COMPLEXITY MAP | WHAT IS THE CONTEXT?
within THE QUINTUPLE HELIX OF INNOVATION

Step 03 | please define the scale of the project (1.2.3.) you would like to be part of?

COMPLEXITY MAP | WHAT IS THE SCALE?

- a) within one host organization +CoP members (PANEU)
  - one off research project
- b) network of all CoP organizations (PAN EU)
  - one off research project / service
- c) network of all CoP organizations + EUGov (new policies)
  - sustainable process / service

Step 04 | please underline the Helices (A,G,I, SC,E) you would like to be involved in the project that you will be part of?

COMPLEXITY MAP | STRATEGIC FRAME
within THE QUINTUPLE HELIX OF INNOVATION

Step 05 | please define your type of motivation - type of work you will be part of?

COMPLEXITY MAP | NATURE OF THE PROCESS
defined by personal & professional MOTIVATION

**A - Personal Development**
- upscale personal professional skills
  - a) take part in art+sci+tech research project and gain new skills
  - b) lead art+sci+tech project within your organization
  - c) host an art+sci+tech project

**B - Organizational Development**
- cross-sectoral approach and CoP Network
  - a) b) c) from step 03 / Scale

**C - Trans-Disciplinary Network (all CoP members)**
- a) mapping a new context for New Knowledge Production & Communication
- b) map & operationalize
Step 06: Please provide the list of details that will represent your role on the Complexity Map?

COMPLEXITY MAP | ORGANIC FRAMEWORK
relationship nodes defined by methods of interaction

NAME ........................................................................................................
ORGANISATION..................................................................................
ROLE (professional background & current activity)..............................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................

Step 07: What are your objects/subjects/topics of interest you would like to work on?

OBJECTS OF INTEREST | TOPICS, SUBJECTS, FIELDS | NODES (A)

Nodes represent the objects of interest, while the edges represent the connection between them.
Nodes can be of the same or different category within the complexity map.

Step 08: Please define what is the type of your art+sci+tech expertise and the list of projects where you applied / are applying it?

BUILDING BLOCKS | EXPERTISE & PROJECTS (completed & ongoing) NODES (A)

........................
........................
........................
........................
........................

Step 09: Please define what are the Values & Virtues you want the project to be focused on?

CONNECTED OBJECTS | VALUES & VIRTUES | NODES (B)

Values & Virtues

research advancement & ethics

........................
........................
........................